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These remarks are divided into three parts. First of all, I will briefly describe the Agricultural Research Service and state the mission of the Agency. Second, I will discuss the circumstances that surrounded the ARS planning effort—our Program Plan. Then, I will conclude with some observations about the planning process.

1. The Agricultural Research Service is the principal scientific research agency of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

* Our many facilities—139 locations varying in size—are located strategically across the major farm and range-land ecosystems and climatic zones of the United States. This number includes facilities in eight foreign countries. Consequently, ARS has the ability to bring research expertise to bear on the same national problem in several different geographic locations.

* Over 8,500 people are employed by ARS, and about one-third of this number are scientists and engineers working in research. The remainder provide technical and administrative support. The current operating budget for ARS is nearly half a billion dollars. Our appropriation has remained relatively level in terms of constant dollars over the past decade.
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* The mission of the Agricultural Research Service is to develop and carry out research that is designed to produce the new knowledge and technologies necessary for the continued vitality of America's food and agricultural enterprise. As a Federal research agency, ARS (1) addresses problems that are of legitimate national concern, (2) conducts research that is appropriate for the Federal Government, and (3) exploits the unique capabilities of ARS scientists and the facilities they operate. This combination forms an integrated and coordinated national resource that is not duplicated by others in the entire U.S. agricultural research and development system.

2. About four years ago, we decided to plan for the future in terms of a fixed-size organization, rather than an expanding organization.

* We got a lot of encouragement to rechart the course of the Agency.

0 July 1981, a General Accounting Office study concluded the U.S. agricultural R&D system does not perform national long-range planning and the USDA/State programs are independently planned.
December 1981, The Office of Technology Assessment submitted a study which noted that the USDA expenditures are proportionately the smallest of any major Federal research agency.

The Winrock Conference, held two and a half years ago, provided a summary of key issues confronting the agricultural research community. The research community was characterized as "preoccupied with institutional protection and maintenance."

There were other factors that emphasized the need for a national research program plan that would contribute to the long-term stability of American agriculture.

- Overlapping roles of Federal, State and private sectors,
- Working on too many things at too many locations,
- Restraints on research budgets because of the state of the economy,
- Commodity surpluses increase export need,
- Higher farm costs mean lower profits,
- Dwindling resource base,
- Our basic knowledge storehouse being depleted,
- New era of biotechnology, potential breakthroughs significant to agriculture,
A year ago, the O'Kane Report was summarized in the Congressional Record. The report had been conducted at Congressman Whitten's request.

- Report said ARS has been in a decline.
- Report faulted ARS for lack of national leadership goals.
- Report said ARS lacks priorities and accountability.
- Report said publish-or-perish syndrome hinders scientific investigations.
- Report said ARS is in need of a technology transfer unit.

* I suggest that ARS was the whipping-boy because it's impossible to take on all the land-grant universities. I suggest that ARS has taken the brunt of the criticism, but the criticism is not specific to my Agency. It is a criticism of the whole American agricultural research system. But when it comes to criticism, ARS has been there.

* So, partially in response to these pressures and observations, we decided that ARS would be managed by a national plan—not by a compendium of plans—and that national plan would incorporate a constant dollar or flat budget projection as the underlying assumption.
* Let me now briefly discuss the ARS planning process. Beginning in the fall of 1981, the Program Plan was developed with contributions from more than 500 ARS scientists in consultation with colleagues from the universities and industry. The plan charts the approach for the short- and long-term needs of this Agency. The concept of the plan is dynamic. I asked for a plan that would:

0 Select the highest priority agricultural needs,

0 Show that we know where we are headed and what we expect to accomplish,

0 Make the best use of our resources: budget, people, facilities, and national organizations,

0 Be appropriate for our federal role and complementary to State and private research performers,

0 The ARS Plan is described in the two documents provided with your seminar working papers.

* This long-range plan was published in January 1983. It establishes goals for ARS research and specifies objectives and approaches for reaching those goals over a long time span—the next 20 to 50 years.
The projects in the Program Plan reflect our emphasis on mission-oriented, fundamental, long-range, high-risk research. The Plan includes six objectives that form the ARS program strategy:

- Research to improve soil and water conservation,
- Plant productivity,
- Animal productivity,
- Commodity conversion and delivery,
- Human nutrition, and
- Integration of systems.

In February of 1983, the 6-Year Implementation Plan was published. It specified the areas of research which ARS would emphasize and de-emphasize in the short-term future—to the end of this decade.

- Intended increases in funding were equaled by intended decreases in funding.
- This constant dollar funding assumption forced the very difficult decisions that had to be made. The document provides the basic guidance for year-to-year budget development and research planning.

The Program Plan represents far more science than ARS has the resources to manage at any one time. The Plan provides a framework for choosing the highest priority research.
The changes resulting from the 6-Year Implementation Plan will redirect funds from some lower priority research areas:

- Increases efforts in soil and water, product-use (post-harvest), human nutrition, and agricultural systems.
- Shifts crops and animal production research to broaden the base of fundamental knowledge, from genetic engineering to the biotechnologies.
- Shifts are not regarded as a reduction of emphasis in crop and animal production. The increased research emphasis on soil and water, product use, human nutrition, and agricultural systems will benefit crop and animal production. Any budget increases will mean actual increased dollars for research on all six objectives.

The Plan seeks production efficiency gains that lower the cost of production and increase the dollar value received by farmers for their products, rather than increasing production alone.

The 6-Year Plan requires significant changes in the makeup of ARS programs. The Plan focuses on redirection rather than increases in appropriated funds. Adjustments will be made systematically for the balance of the decade.
The Plan has already dramatically restructured the Agricultural Research Service.

- The 4 geographic regions of the Agency have been realigned and the areas and centers have been reduced in number from 25 to 11.
- Savings realized from reduced personnel slots will be used to expand our high priority research.

* Since June 1981, ARS has reduced overhead by almost 12 million dollars. Put in other terms, overhead costs are now about 10 percent of our budget.
- Less than 3 years ago, they amounted to over 15 percent.
- By using these and other management-derived funds, ARS will permanently increase its research programs by approximately 15.5 million dollars. A major portion of these funds is being targeted for biotechnology research programs.

* It is the task of management to review every project periodically to make sure the hoped-for results will be worth the capital investment.
- Such decisions frequently mean moving money and people around—never very popular with the people concerned.
* In getting the maximum use from every research dollar, the future presents at least as great a challenge for managers as it does for researchers who are carrying out the scientific objectives.

3. Now, I want to make some general comments about the strategy for developing acceptance for a plan and the planning process.

* First of all, it is necessary to create an atmosphere that is conducive to action.
  o ARS owes a debt of gratitude to the critics. If it hadn’t been for all those studies and reports articulating our problems with numbing regularity, an atmosphere might never have been created which prompted a coordinated planning effort.

* Second, it’s necessary to develop a logical procedure for creating the plan. But the most logical procedure will probably not be accepted by special interests who see themselves at a disadvantage. “Whose ox is going to be gored?”
  o There will be winners and losers. In the process, the plan becomes an orphan--unclaimed and unloved.

* We knew those who were going to lose would do everything possible to defend their activity and be unsupportive of the planning process,
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0 But we didn't realize that those who were going to win would behave in a very quiet and passive manner, and also fail to support the process—like a poker player with four-of-a-kind in his hand. Frankly, to use the phrase of the immortal Sam Goldwyn, "We were underwhelmed."

* When outside political interests are brought in, we wonder if it is worth the effort.

0 But the effort is worth it. It can be done, and ultimately logic and persistence will prevail.

0 Credibility gets support—it's as simple as that.

* Four points are necessary to the planning process:

0 Clearly review, define and express the mission of the organization—any research organization.

0 Second, develop criteria to be used in evaluating the research in the programs. "Does the program fit within the mission?"

0 Third, develop criteria that determine whether the program enjoys a high priority with users. Establish a close working relationship with user groups.

0 Finally, develop criteria to determine the potential for success.
Increased support will come only when we can assure our users and our leaders—at the State and Federal levels—that we know the problems and we are working on solutions with lean and efficient organizations. I can assure you that problem-oriented programs that are productive, well-designed, and efficiently organized will attract support!